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Editorial

“Socialism”, Antisemitism and
America’s Democratic Party
Frederick Krantz
The United States is witnessing today several linked phenomena of
profound importance and danger for both Israel and the world. The
Democratic Party risks being taken over by a faction calling itself “progressive” or “democratic socialist”, and distancing itself from Jews and
from the Party’s traditional support for the State of Israel. In doing so,
this faction is following a well-trodden, and dangerous, historical-political path
We are by now familiar with the anti-Israel and antisemitic positions
of the new Democratic Party Congresswomen Ilhan Omar and Rashida
Tlaib, echoed by the self-proclaimed socialist Rep. Alexandria OcasioCortez. We are aware of the ongoing refusal of members of this Party to
dissociate themselves from the likes of the “Black Muslim” anti-Semite
Louis Farrakhan and the “Reverends” Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton,
and have witnessed Party leader Nancy Pelosi’s ignominious inability
explicitly to condemn Omar’s antisemitism, instead lumping it together
with “homophobia”, “Islamophobia”, and “white nationalism” in a vacuous statement disingenuously condemning a vague and fuzzy “racism”.
And we have watched as five of the leading declared Democratic
Presidential candidates refused to attend the annual AIPAC meeting in
D.C. They did so for politically-correct reasons, to avoid a negative association with an organization attacked by pro-Palestinian “progressives” and anti- “Jewish lobby” leftists because it supports democratic
Jewish Israel. This in the Party of Harry Truman, who first recognized
the Jewish State in 1948 and which once boasted such strong pro-Israel
figures as Presidents Lyndon B. Johnson and Bill Clinton, and Senators
Hubert Humphrey, Henry Jackson and Daniel Moynihan.
The hallmark of this “new antisemitism” is replacement of the Jew
as the focus of religious or racial hatred by political hatred of Israel, the
Jewish state. To be “anti-Zionist” is not antisemitic because, supposedly,
one no longer hates Jews, but only their self-evidently illegitimate political expression, the State of Israel. We are asked to believe that seeking
the genocidal destruction of the only Jewish state in existence (the functional Endziel or goal of the BDS campaign), is not antisemitic, but an
act of righteous political virtue.
Precisely this nauseating high moral dudgeon on the part of the same
old low and vulgar hatred describes the not-so-new “new” antisemitism,
and its socialist proponents. The latter, wrapped in political amnesia and
willful historical unknowing, ignore the long, sad, vicious and failed
history of all formerly known forms of “socialism” and communism,
from the early 19th c. “utopian” socialists (Fourier and St. Simon), to
Marx and Engels later, through Lenin, Stalin, and Bolshevism-Communism, to Venezuela’s Maduro today.
Despite its proclaimed idealistic egalitarianism, socialism-communism everywhere has ended in unfreedom, poverty, and dictatorship.
Everywhere, it has entailed human suffering, murder, and millions upon
millions of Gulag victims. And everywhere it has empowered antisemitism and the repression of Judaism.
These incontrovertible facts, and the incontrovertible socialism-antisemitism nexus, are mirrored in the resurgent American avatars of progressive “democratic socialism”.
How, in the most powerful democracy in the world at the height of
its material and political power, many (including advantaged campus
young people) have come to this ugly pass is worth examining. But for
now, let’s cut to the chase and ask a key question: Who in 2020 will seek
to be the American version of Britain’s anti-Semitic radical socialist
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Labour Party leader, Jeremy Corbyn?
Who will try to take over a once-great political party, vaunting the new antisemitic anti-Israelism as a sign of his (or her)
egalitarian commitment? Who — dangling before a dazzled
people the utopian plums of a “Green Industrial Revolution”,
a guaranteed income and cheap medicine for all, abolition of
the Electoral College, and a restored, virginal planet Earth —
will try to lead America to the promised socialist land?
And who, ignoring the American Founding Fathers’ emphasis on freedom and liberty, and their insistence on checked
and balanced government, will try to ride a distorted “progressive” emphasis on exclusionary “diversity” and abstract
equality to plebiscitary power? Will it be the millionaire socialist, Bernie Sanders? The populist “Pocahontas”, Elizabeth
Warren? “Spartacus” Booker? Bouncing Beto O’Rourke? Or
some other as yet unheralded rough beast, already slouching
to D.C.?
Whoever it is, concerned Democrats, and Americans generally, must call out and oppose this threatening “new” antisemitism and its “democratic socialist” carapace. Above all,
it is crucial to remember history, and to reaffirm the “old”,
and at once classical-liberal and conservative, democratic vision. It is rooted in Biblical Israel’s Judaic insistence on justice, due process, and each person’s God-given rights, and
responsibilities, this vision, tested and adapted across millennia of Western history. And it came to underlay the unique
American Republic, founded not upon blood and soil but on
ideas and values. America is dedicated to embodying the inalienable rights and well-being not of the State or Party, but
of the individual.
As we celebrate this Passover season of liberation from
slavery into freedom, reborn, democratic Jewish Israel in its
dangerous neighborhood
Continued from page 4
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WEEKLY QUOTES

SHORT TAKES

“We are having this debate because of the language of one of
TOP DEMOCRATS PRESSING CASE AGAINST
our colleagues … that suggests Jews like me who serve in the
‘VILE ANTISEMITIC’ CONGRESSWOMAN ILHAN
United States Congress, and whose father earned a purple heart
OMAR (Washington) – Rep. Eliot L. Engel (D-NY), chairfighting the Nazis in the Battle of the Bulge, that we are not loyal
man of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, joined more
Americans? Why are we unable to singularly condemn antithan 20 House Democrats in demanding a second apology
semitism? Why can’t we call it antisemitism and show we’ve
from Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.) over comments she made
learned the lessons of history?” – Rep. Ted Deutch (D- Fla) called
a few weeks after she was forced to apologize for saying (eson the House to pass a resolution that would “singularly condemn”
sentially) that rich Jews controlled Washington, and for refantisemitism in the wake of Rep. Ilhan Omar’s (D-Minn) recent conerencing the classic, antisemitic “dual loyalties” accusation.
troversial comments on US support for Israel. (The Hill, Mar. 7,
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and bipartisan lead2019)
ers issued a joint statement insisting on an apology for her
“They say you can’t be a good progressive and supporter of
“use of antisemitic tropes … about Israel’s supporters.” (JewIsrael, and now they’re saying you can’t even be a good American
ish Press, Mar. 3, 2019)
and be a supporter of Israel. The intense hatred of Israel is creepFIVE DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
ing from the margins to the center of our national politics. We
READY TO RESTART IRAN DEAL (Washington) – Rewill respond. Our detractors think
sponding to an Al-Monitor inwe’ll fold if we’re pushed. They
quiry, five candidates voiced their
don’t know what we’re made of.” –
willingness to restart the JCPOA.
AIPAC CEO Howard Kohr at the
These include Senators Bernie
opening of he AIPAC policy conferSanders (I- Vt.), Elizabeth Warren
ence in Washington, DC. Without
(D – Mass.), Kamala Harris (Dmentioning Omar Ilhan by name, he
Calif.), Florida Mayor Wayne
said that comments questioning the
Messam, and spiritual leader
loyalty of Americans who support IsMarianne Williamson. Sen. Cory
rael are no more than “defamation
Booker of New Jersey was more
masquerading as discourse.” (World
circumspect with his reply. The
Israel News, Mar. 24, 2019)
Trump administration withdrew
“When someone accuses Amerifrom Obama’s Iran nuclear deal,
can supporters of Israel of dual loyknown as the Joint comprehenalty, I say: Accuse me… I’ve been
sive Plan of Action, on May 8,
Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-Minn), pictured above running for
proud to help lead efforts in Con2018. (World Israel News, Mar.
Congress in 2016 election, aroused controversy
gress to push back against the BDS
24, 2019)
with blatantly antisemitic statements.
movement. And I will push for a bi‘JEXODUS’ GROUP HELPS
partisan resolution that puts Congress on record that BDS must
JEWISH MILLENNIALS LEAVE DEMOCRATIC
be condemned.” – House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) said
PARTY (New York, Florida) — “Jexodus,” a new movement
at the AIPAC Policy Conference in Washington, DC. (Algemeiner,
headed by Elizabeth Pipko - was launched while Democrats
Mar. 25, 2019)
announced their candidates for the 2020 presidential elec“We write to affirm our longstanding opposition to an acation. Jewish millennials started the group because they said
demic boycott of Israeli academic institutions and/or individual
they are tired of the Democratic Party’s “blatant disregard
scholars. Our commitment to continued engagement and partfor antisemitism.” (World Israel News, Mar. 8, 2019)
nership with Israeli, as well as Palestinian colleagues, colleges
UK LABOUR ANTISEMITISM CRISIS INTENSIFIES
and universities is unwavering. We believe a boycott of this sort
AS JEWISH GROUP TIED TO PARTY PLANS NOposes a direct and serious threat to the academic freedom of our
CONFIDENCE VOTE AGAINST CORBYN (London) –
students and faculty … including debate and discourse regardThe Jewish Labour Movement in the UK is planning to hold
ing conflicts in the Middle East.” – Chancellors of all 10 campuses
a no-confidence vote in April against Labour party head, Jeof the University of California signed a statement very close to one
remy Corbyn. Since elected in 2015, the party was wracked
suggested by the AMCHA Initiative, a privately-funded national
by antisemitism scandals, some touching the far-left MP
group dedicated to fighting on-campus antisemitism that repudiates
himself. Last month, nine Labour MPs left the party, citing
the Students for Justice in Palestine’s (SJP) aim of singling out Israel
antisemitism as one of the main reasons for their decision.
for condemnation among all other nations. (California Focus Syn(Algemeiner, Mar. 19, 2019)
dicated Column, Feb. 4, 2019)
PRESIDENT RIVLIN LAUNCHES FIRST ISRAELI
“Israel utterly rejects the report published by the CommisSPACECRAFT TO THE MOON (Cape Canaveral) – After
sion of Inquiry of the UN Human Rights council. This report
eight years of intensive work by SpaceIL and Israel Aerowas born in sin, in a politically biased, one-sided resolution that
space Industries, the privately sponsored spacecraft was
determined the outcome before the investigation even started.”
launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida. Named Beresheet
– Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson responding to the
(Genesis), it carries a time capsule, a huge database, a Bible,
report issued by the Commission of Inquiry of the UNHRC accusing
and an Israeli flag. Unfortunately, after making it into the
the IDF of intentionally shooting children in Gaza during the “Great
lunar orbit, the spacecraft crashed on landing on Apr. 11th.
March of Return. (Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Feb. 28, 2019)
(Jewish Press, Feb. 17, 2019)
ISRAFAX – April 2019 – 3
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LESSONS LEARNED
What Americans Need to Understand
About Israel’s Election Results
Liel Liebovitz
The votes have yet to be counted in full—more than 200,000 are
still to be tallied, which could make a big difference for parties like
the New Right struggling to make it into the Knesset—but a few
truths about Israel’s election are hard to ignore:
The Polls Really Don’t Work: At 10 p.m. on election night, Mina
Tzemach, Israel’s most prominent pollster, unveiled her eagerly anticipated prediction, putting Benny Gantz far ahead of Benjamin Netanyahu. It didn’t take long to realize the extent of her error, or, for
that matter, the stunning inaccuracy of nearly every other poll that
shaped and informed the debate leading up to election day. Moshe
Feiglin, whose Zehut party was slated to score as many as seven
seats, was out; Avigdor Lieberman, who was left for dead by most
prognosticators, won bigly. The reason may be as much technological
as it is political: Reaching most of their respondents online or via
cellphone, pollsters are inherently biased toward overrepresenting
the sort of people who are comfortable taking an online survey... vast
swaths of the population—Haredis, say, or immigrants from the former Soviet Union—had far less in the pre-election pas-de-deux of
opinion surveys, which is why they ended up turning out in far larger
numbers than anyone predicted, reelecting Lieberman and giving
Haredi parties a very strong showing with 16 seats. This fact is unlikely to change, making polling … an increasingly questionable tool
in a society where many reject technology’s pervasive reach.
Tel Aviv Really Is a Bubble: In Ramat Aviv, the city’s posh northern neighborhood—home to its university and much of the media
class who edit newspapers, anchor newscasts, and publish books—
the center-left bloc, comprised of Blue-White, Meretz, and Labor,
won a whopping 80% of the votes. Four point three miles to the
southeast, in the city’s struggling Shchunat Hatikvah neighborhood,
Likud and Shas won 64% of the votes, a much more accurate reflection of the national zeitgeist. The same is true in virtually every
other corner of the country: In Caesarea, the wealthy seaside town
where the Netanyahus have a home, most people voted for Gantz;
in Rosh Ha’Ayin, the working-class small town where Gantz lives,
most people voted for Netanyahu.
The Old Labor-Left Really Is Dead: In 1992, the year before the
Oslo Accords were introduced … Labor and Meretz, the twin pillars of the Zionist left, won a staggering 66 seats in the Knesset,
giving them a strong mandate to pursue their peace plans. This
week, Labor and Meretz eked out a combined 10 seats, far less than
the Haredi parties, which won 16, and exactly the same as the two
Arab parties, Hadash-Ta’al and Ra’am-Balad. Considering the fact
that Gantz’s party, Kachol-Lavan, had very few, if any, substantive
disagreements with Netanyahu’s Likud, the meaning of this is stark
and simple: The left, as it has existed for generations, is thoroughly
… and irreversibly dead. Having run for decades on poses rather
than policies, it failed to produce a coherent answer to the question
… what to do when the so-called partner for peace, the Palestinian
Authority, giddily and unabashedly cheered on and paid for the
murder of innocent Israelis. Instead, the left talked about identity
politics … and invested more and more of its communal resources
in addressing audiences in Berlin, London, and New York but not
4 – April 2019 – ISRAFAX

in Netanya, Petach Tikva, and Be’er Sheva. It’s likely that the slew
of NGOs that make up the contemporary left’s beating heart—
many with robust funding from European governments and other
foreign sources like George Soros’ Open Society Foundations—
will continue to campaign anywhere but at home, with the political
parties that support them continuing to pay the price.
It Really Doesn’t Pay for the Right to Break Ranks: There were
many reasons behind Naftali Bennett’s decision to leave his former
party, Jewish Home, and form his current one, the New Right, but
the key one was Bennett’s desire to form a hipper alternative to Netanyahu … Like so many of the American right’s Never Trumpers,
he made his distaste for the leader his leading point of distinction,
and ran a campaign that emphasized his slick mastery of media,
releasing one viral video after another and trying to appeal to a
younger, more urbane demographic than the unhip yarmulke-clad
crowd that had traditionally supported him. It backfired spectacularly: Most right-wing Israelis preferred the plain-spoken approach
of Bennett’s successor in Jewish Home, Rafi Peretz, and valued
Peretz’s willingness to take difficult measures like temporarily uniting with the Otzma Yehudit faction despite its far-right approach.
Peretz was everything Bennett wasn’t: Unexciting, disinterested in
trying to pass as cool, reluctant to break ranks with Netanyahu …
As a result, Peretz will most likely become something else that
Bennett will no longer be: a cabinet minister.
Bibi Really Is a Political Genius: Anyone doubting Bibi’s political
prowess should do little but look at the numbers of seats Likud won
in recent elections. In 2003, under the leadership of Ariel Sharon,
the party enjoyed a robust 38 seats; in 2006, with Netanyahu back
at the helm, the number dropped to 12. It was 27 in 2009, 31 in
2013, and 30 in 2015. It now stands at 35 and may … grow. This
means that Netanyahu has successfully maintained his party as a
cohesive … political powerhouse … Labor teamed up with Tzipi
Livni and then broke off the deal; Sharon quit to start Kadima; Yair
Lapid joined Benny Gantz; the Arab parties ran together and then
apart. Netanyahu alone was a capable custodian not only of national
security and the economy, but also of his party’s stability; when
other candidates hoped to attract voters by presenting themselves
as the new and exciting flavor of the month, Netanyahu offered them
something much more valuable: a long-term relationship. Like every
long-term relationship, it was … often imperfect. But it offered precisely the sort of emotional gratification and sense of confidence no
tall and handsome stranger could ever conjure.
(Tablet, April 10, 2019)

KRANTZ – continued from page 2
and free election. America, Israel’s sister democracy and only reliable ally, must fight the new “progressive” socialism-antisemitism with all its intellectual, moral, and political strength.
In doing so, we should all remember the title of repentant Italian
communist Ignazio Silone’s eloquent 1949 collection, one of the
great works of post-World War II modernity: The God That
Failed.
(Prof. Frederick Krantz, Director of the Canadian Institute for
Jewish Research, is Editor of its ISRAFAX quarterly)
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“PROGRESSIVE” DEMOCRATS, ISLAMISTS,
AND BLACK CAUCUS: ANTISEMITIC BEDFELLOWS
Democratic Progressives and Islamist
“Anti-Imperialists”: A Marriage Made
in History

Omar and the Congressional Black
Caucus’ Antisemitism Problem

Daniel Rickenbacher

“I want to thank Minister Farrakhan for offering up a number of
precepts that we ought to adhere to,” Rep. James Clyburn said, at an
event featuring the antisemitic hate group leader. Eight years later…
Clyburn, now the House Majority Whip, defended Rep. Omar’s antisemitism. “There are people who tell me, ‘Well, my parents are
Holocaust survivors.” … It’s more personal with her,” he argued …
Rep. Clyburn is one of the most powerful figures in the House.
He’s also one of Farrakhan’s allies in the House who had once rejected a call from Rabbi Abraham Cooper of the Simon Wiesenthal
Center to withdraw from an appearance with Farrakhan and declared
that he was “not bothered in the least bit.”
After protests against Omar’s antisemitism, Clyburn stayed the
course by working to ensure that the resolution would not focus on
antisemitism and would not name Omar… “I am trying to do everything I can to make her journey here a comfortable one,” Clyburn
said …
The defense of Rep. Omar’s antisemitism was led by Rep. Karen
Bass: the new chair of the Congressional Black Caucus. Last year,
Tony Muhammad, Farrakhan’s Western Regional Representative,
singled out Bass and Rep. Maxine Waters for their positive relationship with Farrakhan …
The CBC has a long history of associating with Farrakhan …
When Pelosi brought these four CBC members in to negotiate over
the resolution, she turned over the process to four elected officials
who were themselves allied with an antisemitic hate group. The outcome, a toothless resolution that failed to condemn a CBC member’s
antisemitism, was certain.
… There is one more part of the story that the media has paid
very little attention to because of what it reveals about Omar, Bass,
the CBC, its relationship with Islamists and Marxists, and antisemitism. As the controversy burned, Omar joined Bass and another
CBC member on what she described as, “the first American delegation to Eritrea in decades.” …
Eritrea was sanctioned until last year for supplying weapons to
the al-Shabab jihadists in Somalia. Al-Shabab is an occasional Al
Qaeda ally and was responsible for many brutal terrorist attacks, including the massacre of shoppers in a Nairobi mall in which the terrorists killed anyone who couldn’t name Mohammed’s mother... One
theory has been that the Nairobi mall was targeted because of the
presence of Israelis…
Bass and Omar’s surreal visit to Eritrea … took place even as its
totalitarian regime continued holding American embassy employees
and citizens in captivity…
Why visit Eritrea? … its dictator, Isaias Afwerki, was the leader
of the Eritrean People’s Liberation Front, a Marxist armed group
popular with black nationalists. When the EPLF took over, Israel
had evacuated Ethiopians living in the area who identify as Jewish…
The problem of Rep. Omar’s antisemitism and the CBC’s defense
of it is rooted in a larger dynamic of Marxism and Islamism, of black
nationalism and terrorism, that has larger implications not just for
the Jews, but for Christians, and for Americans, Africans and people
around the world.
(Jewish Press, Mar. 20, 2019)

With the arrival of a new class of Islamist activists like Ilha
Omar or Linda Sarsour, the “progressive,” radical Left wing of the
Democratic Party gained prominence and repeated antisemitic
statements became routine. To understand this behaviour, one has
to look back at the history of the radical Left, which increasingly
dominates the Democratic Party.
The belief system of the radical Left is based on the expectation
that a revolutionary class will eventually stage a revolution, overturning the current social, political and economic order to herald
a new age. In classical Marxism, this revolutionary class is the proletariat or the workers. However, as the European and US working
classes embraced reformist politics and consumer capitalism, and
rejected socialism in the booming economy of the 1950s, the radical Left found itself in the embarrassing situation of losing its revolutionary class.
The past sixty years of Radical Left history were characterized
by the often-desperate attempt to identify a replacement proletariat.
In the 1960s, radicals identified Third World nations, such as the
Vietnamese, or groups like the Palestinians, as the new revolutionary class. Under the banner of “anti-Imperialism”, it supported
every “nationalist liberation” group purporting to be part of the socialist camp, vowing to mercilessly fight the US, whether they
were Syrian fascists (such as the leaders of the PFLP), Red Khmer
murderers or Gaddafi’s henchmen
While Western bourgeois concepts such as human rights mattered little to them, antisemitism became a central tenet. For the
sake of global salvation, tiny Israel, allegedly the center of global
imperialism and capitalism had to be destroyed.
The Left’s shared anti-Westernism and antisemitism made Islamism, a far-right movement originating in Egypt in the 1920s,
and nationalist Left “anti-Imperialism,” ideal partners. Leftists increasingly appreciated what they believed was the revolutionary
potential of Islam, with some, such as the arch-terrorist Carlos (the
“Jackal”), even converting to Islam and praising Al-Qaeda.
Islamo-Leftism saw its breakthrough in the Obama years when
the Democratic Party took a sharp turn to the left. The Obama administration normalized domestic Islamists from above, cooperating with them in their supposedly “counter-radicalization”
programs, while the left-wing base within the Democratic Party
increasingly rejected Universalist and liberal values. They adopted
instead an anti-imperialist and racialist worldview, which construed Western and US civilization as an expression of “White oppression” and “privilege.” They started to build an “intersectional”
alliance of “marginal” against Western societies, of which—surprise!—Israel was allegedly the evilest representative.
Jewish organizations and activists, in particular, liberal ones,
must realize that antisemitism, whether in its cruder forms or
veiled in anti-Israelism, is fundamental to the “intersectional”
movement. They should not seek the approval of “intersectionalists” (like the ADL is doing), who will continue to victimize Jews,
but instead, they must deconstruct and fight their toxic ideology.
(Dr. Daniel Rickenbacher is Assistant Director,
Research and Development)

Daniel Greenfield
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FOUNDING DOCUMENTS: SOCIALISM
Antisemitism has always been entrenched in the Left, as shown
by historical record. Rooted in the long tradition of Christian antiJudaism, left-wing and socialist thinkers such as the “utopian” socialist Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865) and the “scientific” socialist
Karl Marx (1818-1883) accused Jews of embodying all the vices of
developing modern capitalist society. Since the Holocaust, under the
influence of Soviet anti-Semitism and in particular with the ascent
of the anti-colonialist New Left in the late 1960s, “progressive” or
“social democratic” anti-Zionist antisemitism has shifted its focus
from individual Jews to the Jewish state. Modern Israel is now accused of all the behaviors traditional religious and racial antisemites
associated with Jews: disloyalty, conspiracy, a lust for power, domination, and money, and financial greed.

THE NEGATION OF ANTISEMITISM
The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen United States of
America, in Congress (July 4, 1776)
…We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable right,
that among them are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to
secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed.
The Constitution of the United States (1788-91)

THE FOUNDING FATHERS
Karl Marx, On the Jewish Question (1844):
“Let us consider the actual, worldly Jew – not the Sabbath Jew,
as Bauer does, but the everyday Jew. Let us not look for the secret of
the Jew in his religion, but let us look for the secret of his religion in
the real Jew. What is the secular basis of Judaism? Practical need,
self-interest. What is the worldly religion of the Jew? Huckstering.
What is his worldly God? Money. [...] The Jew has emancipated himself in a Jewish manner, not only because he has acquired financial
power, but also because, through him and also apart from him, money
has become a world power and the practical Jewish spirit has become the practical spirit of the Christian nations. The Jews have
emancipated themselves insofar as the Christians have become Jews.
[...] In the final analysis, the emancipation of the Jews is the emancipation of mankind from Judaism.”
Karl Marx, Letter to Friedrich Engels (30 July 1862)
“The Jewish nigger Lassalle who, I’m glad to say, is leaving at
the end of this week, has happily lost another 5,000 talers in an illjudged speculation. The chap would sooner throw money down the
drain than lend it to a ‘friend’, even though his interest and capital
were guaranteed. In this he bases himself on the view that he ought
to live the life of a Jewish baron (…).”
Pierre Joseph Proudhon, War and Peace (1861)
“One group of counterrevolutionists consists of the monied elements, industrialists, merchants, and bankers, who are responsible
for all the tyrannies perpetrated by reaction. These elements recognize the Jews as their leader.”
Mikhail Bakunin, Personal Relationship with Marx (1871)
This whole Jewish world, which forms an exploitative sect, a people of leeches, a single eating parasite, close and intimate not only
across national borders, but also across all differences of political
opinions—this Jewish world today is largely available to Marx on
the one hand and Rothschild on the other.
6 – April 2019 – ISRAFAX

Article VI. …no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification
to any office or public trust under the United States.
Amendments of the Constitution (November 3, 1791)
Article I. Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of Citizen. French
National Assembly (August 26, 1789)
Article I. All men are born and remain free and equal in rights, social

THE NEW LEFT
German Left-wing terrorists and Palestinians
separated Jewish and
non-Jewish hostages
during the hijacking of
an Air France airliner
to Entebbe, Uganda in
1976. All the hostages
were liberated by Israeli Special forces except for one elderly
Jewish woman, who
was murdered in a hospital in Uganda.
Eldridge Cleaver, The Black Panther (1968)
“If the Jews like Judge Friedman are going to be allowed to function,
and come to their synagogues to pray on Saturdays, or do whatever they
do down there, then we’ll make a coalition with the Arabs, against the
Jews(...).”
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SM'S [OLD-] ”NEW” ANTISEMITISM

EMITISM: FOUNDING DOCUMENTS

THE “PROGRESSIVE” LEFT

distinctions cannot be found but on common utility…
Article 10. No person shall be molested for his opinions, even such as
are religious, provided that the manifestation of these opinions does
not disturb the public order established by the law….
The Emancipation of the Jews of France. French National
Assembly (September 28, 1791)
The National Assembly … annulls all adjournments, constrictions, and
exceptions, contained in the preceding decrees, affecting individuals
of the Jewish persuasion, who shall take the civic oath, which shall be
considered as a renunciation of all privileges in their favor.
George Washington Writes the Hebrew Congregation in
New Port, Rhode Island (1790)
… All possess alike liberty of conscience and immunities of citizenship…the government of the United States, which gives to bigotry no
sanction, to persecution no assistance, requires only that they who live
under its protection should demean themselves as good citizens, in giving it on all occasions their effectual support.
… May the children of the Stock of Abraham, who dwell in this land,
continue to merit and enjoy the good will of the other inhabitants, while
every one shall sit in safety under his own vine and fig-tree and there
shall be none to make him afraid.
German Left-wing Terrorists, Statement [after a failed attack
on a Berlin Synagogue during a Kristallnacht commemorative
event] (1969)
“Every [commemorative] ceremony in West Berlin and in the FRG suppresses the way that the Kristallnacht of 1938 is repeated daily today by
the Zionists in the occupied territories, in the refugee camps, and in Israeli
prisons. The Jews expelled by fascism have themselves become fascists,
who in collaboration with American capital want to wipe out the Palestinian people.”
Socialist Workers Party (USA), Resolution on ‘Israel and the
Arab Revolution’ (adopted August 1971)
“A key task of the Arab revolution, and the central task of the Palestinian struggle, is the destruction of the Israeli settler-colonial, expansionist,
capitalist state. (…) our revolutionary socialist opposition to Zionism and
the Israeli state has nothing in common with anti-Semitism, as the proZionist propagandists maliciously and falsely assert.”
Michel Chartrand, Speech for the Arab Students Association
(Toronto, November 1972)
“The Palestinian commandos in Munich [who murdered 11 Israeli athletes at the Olympic Games] were heroes.”

Current British Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn in front of
a Hezbollah Flag, Photo taken during the pro-Iranian AlQuds rally in London, August 2012
Judith Butler (Statement made during a discussion at the
University of California, Berkeley, 2006)
(…) I think: Yes, understanding Hamas, Hezbollah as social
movements that are progressive, that are on the Left, that are part of
a global Left, is extremely important.
Ilhan Omar (Twitter, 2012)
“Israel has hypnotized the world, may Allah awaken the people
and help them see the evil doings of Israel.”
Jeremy Corbyn (Statement made during an anti-Israel
conference promoted by Hamas (2013)
“Zionists (…) clearly have two problems. One is they don’t want
to study history, and secondly, having lived in this country for a very
long time, probably all their lives, they don’t understand English
irony either. They needed two lessons, which we could perhaps help
them with.”
Tamika Mallory on Louis Farrakhan (Twitter, 2018)
If your leader does not have the same enemies as Jesus, they may
not be THE leader!
Tamika Mallory (Press statement, 2018)
“(…) while white Jews, as white people, uphold white supremacy,
ALL Jews are targeted by it.”
Linda Sarsour (Speech in Hillsborough, N.C., March 2019)
“But what has happened often times when white Jews who continue to call [Ilhan Omar] [an] antisemite is that they look at Muslim
women from an orientalist trope that we are inherently anti-Semitic
because we’re Muslims.”
ISRAFAX – April 2019 – 7
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THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY’S ANTISEMITISM PROBLEM
The Democratic Party’s Pusillanimity
Relativizes Antisemitism

Speaker Pelosi Can Either Reject
Antisemitism or Tolerate It

Barbara Kay

Bradley Martin

Antisemitism is the most ancient of hatreds, and not, as many
progressives would like to believe, an obsession of the far right and
white supremacists alone… Conspiracy theories have targeted Jews
as a religion, as a race and as a nation.
Islamophobia, by contrast, is a recent invention, conceived to advance blasphemy laws in western countries, to suppress criticism of
Islam and Islamic practices under the rubric of hate speech. Certainly, many people hate and fear Islamic triumphalism, but actual
violence perpetrated against Muslims is expressed as individual hate
crimes, not the outward form of a movement devoted to Muslim
dhimmitude or eradication…
Democratic Minnesota congresswoman Ilhan Omar’s repeated
use of classic antisemitic libels aroused indignation in her colleagues. Their instinctive response was to call for a resolution
against antisemitism, which would serve as a warning to Omar and
others that punitive action would be taken in the event of further
hateful utterances.
Omar’s circle of support rallied to her side, however, and after
some debate, the resolution was depersonalized and universalized
to include “African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans…Jews,
Muslims, Hindus…and others.” Poof! Omar was not named, no censure of her was expressed and the House Leadership refused to remove Omar from the Foreign Affairs Committee…
Afterward, Omar crowed on Twitter that “It’s the first time we
have voted on a resolution condemning Anti-Muslim bigotry in our
nation’s history.” This makes no sense. Omar is the culprit, but she
not only ends up with no punishment, she scores a win for what I
call Islamophobia parity: the new rule that the scourge of antisemitism may not be mentioned without a requisite nod to the
scourge of Islamophobia. Except, of course, a “scourge” is something systemic, and there is no such scourge directed against Muslims in the West.
On the contrary, in terms of a “systemic” attitude amongst western political and cultural elites, Islamophilia is rampant. Compare
the normal response to the Pittsburgh synagogue massacre – sorrow,
an outpouring of sympathy – with the New Zealand mosque massacre: sorrow, sympathy and, as well, hijabs donned by the Prime
Minister and media people, not to mention the call of the muezzin
over the airwaves. This was sympathy overlaid with fear.
The pusillanimity of the Democratic Party did not go unremarked
by observers across the aisle. Texan Republican Sen Ted Cruz
drafted a counter-resolution that expressed what the Dems’ dumbeddown resolution should have done. It’s a model of clarity and integrity on the history and nature of antisemitism…
Islamophobia parity is ascendant everywhere in public discourse,
and the Democratic Party embrace of the syndrome is only the most
ominous example of it…The reality is that Jews in America are increasingly indifferent to their heritage, and more inclined to consider
themselves progressives first, Jews second. Politically inclined Muslims represent a voter base on the demographic rise and many of
them are Muslims first, Americans second. The Democratic Party
is their political home now. Do the math.
(Barbara Kay is a columnist for the National Post,
and a CIJR Fellow)

Speaker Nancy Pelosi did the right thing and spoke at the annual
AIPAC Policy Conference in Washington D.C, even when a number
of Democratic candidates for the U.S. presidential elections announced their intention not to attend.
“Israel and America are connected now and forever,” Pelosi said
during her address. “We will never allow anyone to make Israel a
wedge issue.”
But this still does not change the fact that it was Pelosi who appointed newly elected Congresswoman Ilhan Omar to the House Foreign Affairs Committee. This happened after Omar defended her
comment on Twitter accusing Israel of having “hypnotized the
world.”
Aside from invoking an antisemitic trope steeped in centuries of
bloody history, Omar also supports the anti-Israel BDS movement
that singles out Israel for economic isolation while ignoring the atrocities committed against women, minorities and the LGBTQ community by the Arab and Muslim world.
During the 2018 Israeli-American Council National Conference,
Pelosi pushed back against concerns that her party has become increasingly anti-Israel by listing pro-Israel lawmakers she planned to
name to key committee positions. However, this is inconsistent with
her decision to reward Omar with such a powerful appointment.
Pelosi even refuses to condemn the virulent antisemitism of newly
elected Michigan Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib, who literally wiped
Israel off the map in her congressional office, endorses the BDS
movement and has called for Israel’s destruction through the so-called
“one-state solution.” …Yet Pelosi remains silent.
Sadly, the issue of Democrats embracing antisemites is nothing
new. In February 2017, Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky (D-IL),
who represents one of the largest Jewish constituencies in the country,
led a protest over President Trump’s travel ban. During the rally,
Schakowsky shared a stage with Rasmea Odeh, the convicted mastermind of a 1969 Jerusalem terrorist attack that took the lives of college students Edward Joffe and Leon Kanner. At no time did
Schakowsky explain her decision, nor was she reprimanded by Pelosi
and Democratic leadership.
While Pelosi herself may condemn Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farrakhan, the Democratic Party’s obvious willingness to tolerate antisemitism is decaying the party from within. It was disclosed in 2018
that 21 Democratic members of Congress attended a secret meeting
with Farrakhan in 2005 (which also included then-senator Barack
Obama). Today, there are seven House Democrats that still refuse to
denounce Farrakhan’s Jew-hatred and proudly call him a friend.
A real friend of Israel and the Jewish people would find Omar’s
and Tlaib’s antisemitism intolerable and any sort of association
with racists like Farrakhan unacceptable. Rather than promote
someone who believes that Israel is “evil”,… Pelosi could learn a
thing or two from the GOP’s rebuke of Rep. King. Her mixed signals are either empty platitudes or symptoms of an addled mind.
(Bradley Martin is Deputy Editor for the Canadian Institute
for Jewish Research and a Senior Fellow with the news
and public-policy group Haym Salomon Center.)
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MEDIA FAILURE EXPOSED; COMMON SENSE TRIUMPHS
System Fail

Atop the Golan, Thucydides smiles

Lee Smith

L. Scott Lingamfelter

… Here’s all you need to know about the special counsel [Robert
Since his arrival in Washington D.C., President Donald Trump
Mueller] probe: First, … the special counsel found no credible evidence
has been regarded by establishment luminaries as diplomatically
of collusion. It found no credible evidence of a plot to obstruct justice,
incongruent with the foreign policy apparatus. From his first days
to hide evidence of collusion. The entire collusion theory, which has
in office, diplomats viewed him as disruptive, … and a danger to
formed the center of elite political discourse for over two years now,
the best interests of the United States. They were seeking someone
has been publicly and definitely proclaimed to be a hoax by the very
who would exhibit a servile mansuetude to their established foreign
person on whom news organizations and their chosen “experts” and
policy preferences…
“high-level sources” had so … insistently pinned their daily … hopes
Indeed, Mr. Trump’s daring and penchant for productive disof redemption…
ruption has confounded career diplomats at Foggy Bottom and
The release of the report has exposed the deep corruption and perliberal national security think-tankers who lack the fortitude to
sonal narcissism of the press and its profestackle tough foreign policy challenges
sional networks of “experts” and “sources.”
head-on. They — like the feckless
… two years of false and misleading RussiaObama administration who saw the
gate coverage was not a mistake, or a sympworld as ripe for community organizing
tom of lax fact checking …
— fail to grasp its reality: A multi-polar,
Russiagate was an information operation
multi-dangerous globe needing clearfrom the beginning, in which dozens of indieyed and bold Churchillian leadership.
vidual reporters and institutions actively partMr. Trump provides this in his willingnered with paid political operatives like
ness to make profound choices that
Glenn Simpson and corrupt law enforcement
court danger yet is accompanied by the
and intelligence officials like former FBI
glory and sublimity that result from bold
Deputy Director Andrew McCabe and senior
… decision-making …
DOJ official Bruce Ohr to smear Trump and
Consider just one: The president’s rehis circle, and then to topple him.
cent decision to formally recognize IsNone of what went on the last two years
rael’s sovereignty over the Golan
would have been possible without the press,
Heights. … Prior to Israel’s occupation
an indispensable partner in the biggest politof the Golan, Syria possessed all of it. In
Pres. Trump and P.M. Netanyahu with U.S.
ical scandal in a generation.
1965,
this region was the launch point
Recognition of Israel’s Possession of Golan Heights
The campaign was waged not in hidden
for Palestinian military raids into Israel.
corners of the internet, but rather by the country’s most prestigious news
Two years later during the June 1967 Six Day War, Israel took posorganizations – including … The New York Times, the Washington
session of two-thirds of the Golan.
The Yom Kippur War that followed in 1973, saw the Syrian
Post, CNN, and MSNBC… they all appeared to be credible because
the institutions sustaining them are credible.
Army overrun much of the southern Golan, but it was eventually
Michael McFaul was U.S. ambassador to Moscow … He wouldn’t
repulsed by the … (IDF). The ceasefire that followed left almost
invent stuff about national security matters out of thin air. Jane Mayer
all the Heights in Israeli hands. In 1981, Israel annexed about 500
is a national treasure, one of America’s greatest living journalists who
square miles of the region, a move condemned by the United Napenned a long profile of Christopher Steele in the pages of the New
tions, yet regarded by the United States as a de facto necessity for
Yorker. Susan Hennessy is a former intelligence community lawyer,
Israel’s security …
who appears as an expert on TV. And how about her colleague at the
One can only marvel at why it has taken so long for the United
Lawfare blog, Benjamin Wittes, a Brookings Institution fellow and a
States to recognize that ceding the Golan to Syria would be stratepersonal friend of James Comey? You think he didn’t have the inside
gic lunacy and unimaginable military malpractice. Yet for almost
dope, every time he posted a “Boom” GIF on Twitter predicting the
four decades … the United States has danced around this issue. Isfinal nail just about to be hammered in Trump’s coffin? …
rael was right. And now Donald Trump has wisely exhibited his
Many more jumped on the dog pile along with them, validating each
own common sense in placing the imprimatur of the United States
other’s tweets and breathless insider sourcing. The point was to thicken
on that decision. There will be no volte-face now that America has
the echo chamber, with voices from the right as well as the left in order
made its position clear…
to make it seem real…
In clarifying the U.S. position on the Golan, Mr. Trump has
Misinforming the public … poisoned our democracy—and it concleaned
the forest floor of latent kindling ready to erupt in a violent
tinues to do so. In fact, the most important thing for the public to unwildfire
of military incursions by those who have and would once
derstand is that Russiagate is not unique. It’s the way that the expert
again — like Iran’s Hezbollah and militias — attack the peaceful
class opines on everything now, from immigration to foreign policy…
communities in the Galilean region … Thucydides is smiling.
Experts can say anything they like … And reporters will print it, and
editors will shrug, because that’s what the press is now—a pass-through
(L. Scott Lingamfelter is a retired U.S. Army colonel who
mechanism mostly used for manipulative, ill-informed and often nonserved as a U.S. military observer with the United Nation
sensical propaganda
Truce Supervision Organization in the Golan Heights.
Washington Times, March 26, 2019)
(Tablet, Mar. 27, 2019)
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TURKEY’S EXPANSIONIST AMBITIONS: SUCCESSFULLY TACKLING BDS
Turkey’s Expansionist Policy Exposed
Col. (ret.) Dr. Jacques Neriah
The activities of the Turkish National Intelligence office (NIO)
and the powerful Turkish Military Intelligence (MIT) have been exposed since the beginning of the so-called “Arab spring” in Syria,
Egypt, and Lebanon. The cover of their agents was disclosed, or
their shipments of weapons destined to opposition groups in the various Arab countries were caught on suspicious ships … disguising
the real identity of senders and recipients.
The particular motive behind this Turkish clandestine interference
has been assisting militant groups belonging to the Muslim Brotherhood and other radical organizations in each … country in such a
way as to destabilize political rivals … Simultaneously, these furtive
efforts sought to promote the greater designs of Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan for Turkish dominance in the Middle East
as part of the revival of the Ottoman Empire legacy. …
[C]overt activities carried out by
the Turkish secret services in different Middle Eastern countries are usually unheard of and unknown until a
… miscalculation by the Turks offers
a rare view of Turkish subversive actions in the area…
Beginning January 2019, the
Libyan authorities announced the
discovery of a new shipment of
weapons originating from Turkey on
a ship which had docked at the Misurata port… the shipment included
20,000 Turkish-made pistols … hidden in a container full of toys and
houseware. The shipment also included 8 million pills of Tramadol
(an opioid pain medication) and Artane (an anticholinergic drug). Both
drugs are used as stimulants and are
often administered to Jihadists before their suicide missions…
There is a pattern in all of this Turkish behavior, and what was
exposed in Libya is but a piece in a puzzle where Turkey is actively
assisting its allies – mainly groups belonging to or offshoots of the
Muslim Brotherhood. The diverse episodes involving the Turkish
secret services in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, and Libya are, but different
expressions of this same policy associated with Qatari pretensions
of exercising power in the region…
Turkey’s covert activities fit into its broader policy of acting as a
significant actor in the Middle East alongside Russia, Iran, Saud
Arabia, and … Israel. This is a Turkey headed by the militant President Erdogan who is laying to revive the Ottoman heritage and reconstitute wherever possible the unimplemented “National Pact” of
1923 – Misak-i Milli of founding Turkish President Ataturk which
expands Turkey’s borders well beyond what is considered today to
be an integral part of Syria and Iraq and of its northern and western
neighbors. The latest signing of a defense agreement with Qatar allowing Turkey to deploy more than 4,000 troops in the Gulf princedom, … the military presence in Somalia and parts of Northern Iraq,
assistance to Hamas in Gaza, and political activities in Jerusalem
are all but different expressions of this expansionist policy.
(Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, January 30, 2019)
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BDS Prosecution Efforts at UCLA and
UCI
Edwin Black
Organized disruptors … who shut down a pro-Israel gathering
at University of California Los Angeles in May 2018 might not be
prosecuted … Instead; they will be called to a … mandatory proceeding called a “City Attorney Hearing,” an alternative to prosecution that can be described as a “warning” not to repeat the
conduct…
South of Los Angeles, in Orange County, … prosecutor Todd
Spitzer is still undecided about prosecuting rambunctious disruptors of a pro-Israel event at University of California Irvine that also
took place last May … Spitzer’s office has asked for additional police investigation to develop more facts.
With or without actual prosecution, the two incidents and the
Jewish community’s response have
potentially changed the landscape
for belligerent disruption of pro-Israel events on California campuses,
which last year were arguably
among the most pernicious in the
nation…
For Jewish students and legal defense groups, these two egregious incidents were the tipping point of
campus harassment at UC schools.
The consensus among Jewish leadership and students was that the school
administrations had consciously created a permissive anti-Israel atmosphere so toxic that it virtually
encouraged increasingly severe
forms of anti-Israel harassment…
UCLA’s refusal to … even investigate the crime was thwarted when legal staff at StandWithUs and
the Brandeis Center converged on the campus to walk students into
the UCLA PD and UCI police stations to file criminal complaints.
Filing those complaints forced the police to investigate and then
refer the cases to prosecutors … that included both student and
non-student participants.
Whether or not the perpetrators at UCLA or UCI are prosecuted,
it seems the reality on the ground at UC campuses has been altered.
In the days after Thanksgiving 2018, this writer delivered four consecutive lectures on Israel history at California campuses: UC
Davis, UC Berkeley, San Francisco State, and UCLA. Despite concerns, no interference or disruption manifested.
The UCLA event was sponsored by a coalition of groups including the same Students Supporting Israel chapter that had been
harassed last May… When campus police learned of the event,
they took immediate steps to ensure it would proceed without interference … Thus, thanks to leadership from StandWithUs and
the Brandeis Center and the courage of the students who stepped
forward, combined with intense media scrutiny, the rate of acceleration of antisemitism on campus … has been slowed– at least
for the moment.
(BESA, February 5, 2019)
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CIJR REVIEW OF BOOKS
BOOK REVIEW
Bernard Bohbot
Dave Rich, The Left’s Jewish Problem
(Biteback Publishing (2016)
“The Left’s Jewish Problem” is
an essential work for those who
want to understand how the UK
emerged into the hotbed of Western anti-Zionism that it is today.
Basing himself on his doctoral
dissertation, Dave Rich seeks to
understand and explain the proPalestinian shift of the British
Left, a process that slowly developed between the late 1960s and
the early 1980s. How accurate,
though, is it to refer to this shift
as “pro-Palestinian”, given that
this far-left movement is more interested in dismantling the State
of Israel, than in creating a Palestinian State existing in peace alongside Israel?
Rich points out a peculiar characteristic of this “pro-Palestinian”
stance — the adoption of antisemitic stereotypes that are unwittingly attributed to Israel by those who supposedly bear no grudges
against Jews. He calls this phenomenon “antisemitism without antisemites’’. (p. 250)
Why is Israel singled out by the far-Left? In answering this
question, Rich distinguishes between the “Old Left’’ of the 1930s40s and the “New Left’’ of the 1960s and 70s. Some of “Old Left’’many of whom were radical anti-capitalists - (except for the outright Communists who were always uncomfortable with the very
idea of a secular Jewish identity) were capable of seeing the Jews
as a downtrodden people, and the creation of Israel as just. The
British Labour party for example, supported Zionism since the
Balfour Declaration in 1917, and it remained staunchly pro-Israel
until the Six-Day War. Many Western radicals were also attracted
by Israel’s kibbutzim and democratic socialism. So much so, that
in 1955, the left-wing Tribune bluntly asserted, “The cause of Israel is the cause of democratic socialism.” (p.5)
The ’60s generation grew up in a different social environment.
For that generation, the struggle against fascism was the previous
generation’s struggle, not theirs. As well, class warfare, as advocated by Marx, had failed to bring about the social upheaval necessary for a socialist revolution. Hence, this new generation of
radical leftists looked for a substitute proletariat. Because the New
Left evolved during the decolonization era, Third World nations
that had successfully won their independence replaced the British
working class as revolutionary heroes. It was on them that the new
Left now pinned their hopes.
Given the political divide of the time — the Capitalist West vs.
the Third World — Israel was now seen as existing on the wrong
side of history: a “white” enclave grafted onto the indigenous Arab
world, similar to the apartheid regime in South Africa or the colonial regime in Rhodesia. (Ironically, until the Holocaust, antisemites often justified their rejection of the Jews by claiming that
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they were not Whites!) According to Israeli historian Shulamit
Volkov, to these revolutionaries, the Jews embodied the hated West.
The UK’s New Left did not produce all this anti-Zionist rhetoric
on its own. It was borrowed mainly from Soviet propaganda. According to Rich, the first occurrences took place in Eastern Europe
in the early 1950s when Communist authorities accused Marxists
of Jewish descent of taking part in Zionist conspiracies and prosecuted them. Traditional antisemitic tropes (killing of innocents,
conspiracies against non-Jews, dual loyalty) were now used against
‘’Zionists.’’
By the 1980s, the overlap between anti-Zionism and antisemitic
rhetoric became more pronounced. Lenni Brenner’s 1984 book
“Zionism in the Age of the Dictators” was a favorite read among
far-left anti-Zionists, despite its thematic lunacy. The book accused
Zionists of complicity in the Holocaust, in order to assuage Western guilt. According to Brenner, a guilt-ridden West was more
likely to advance and accept the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine.
Within this context, and with the development of identity politics in the 1980s, the far left found a new ally: Islamists. After all,
only radical Islam, the reasoning went, continued to fight the Capitalist West after the collapse of Communism. Islamism now replaced the Third World as representative of the oppressed. Heirs
to this mindset, far leftists such as Jeremy Corbyn (the current head
of the Labour Party) and Ken Livingstone (the former Mayor of
London) today endorse terrorist Hezbollah and Hamas and prominent Islamist figures such as Sheikh Yusuf al Qaradawi, the Egyptian-born head of the Doha-based International Union of Muslim
Scholars. In 2018, an Egyptian court sentenced Shiekh Qaradawi,
among others, to life behind bars in absentia for alleged acts of violence that included the murder of a police officer.
The extent of Dave Rich’s research is impressive. He tackles a
difficult topic without resorting to polemical attacks. He acknowledges that many of those calling for the dismantling of Israel argue
that it is not antisemitic to do so. Still, these people fail to explain
why only Israel should cease to exist as a nation-state. He also
proves quite successfully that among far-left anti-Zionist organizations, antisemitic tropes are ubiquitous, and that there is only
one community whose right to define its collective identity is being
denied: the Jews. Herein, he argues, lies the essence of the far left’s
Jewish problem.
(Bernard Bohbot is a Research Fellow with
the Canadian Institute for Jewish Research)
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EXTRA! EXTRA!
From The Chairman
Jack Kincler
The Israeli election campaign experienced a significant realignment of political blocs and
parties. The primary ones are Likud headed by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, and Blue
- White, a new formation of political parties, headed by the ex-Chief of Staff Lieut. General
Benny Gantz that includes Yair Lapid, head of the Yesh Atid party, Moshe (Boogie) Ya’alon,
head of Manhigut Acheret party, and independent Gaby Ashkenazi. Ya’alon was a Keynote
speaker at CIJR’s 30th Anniversary Gala in Montreal, in October 2018. This new party presented
a serious challenge to Netanyahu's reelection prospects.
Still, White House visits with President Trump and the American recognition of the Golan
Heights as Israeli sovereign territory, meetings with President Putin in Moscow, and the visit to
Israel of Brazil’s recently-elected President Bolsonaro worked in Netanyahu’s favour. The return
of the remains of MIA Zachary Baumel from Lebanon after 37 years also strengthened his campaign to secure a fifth term as Prime Minister.
In the end, Likud and Blue-White won 35 seats each. The right-wing bloc's total of 66 seats
places Netanyahu in the position to form a right-wing coalition government. Naftali Bennet’s
New Right Party and Moshe Zalman Feiglin’s Zehut did not break the electoral threshold and
are out of the Knesset.
Our Montreal office has similarly experienced some changes. Rob Coles, our long-time Publications Chairman, has left CIJR for a commercial enterprise. He was replaced by Machla
Abramovitz, who is maintaining the high standards expected by the readers of the Daily Briefing
and our other publications. And we have appointed Dr. Daniel Rickenbacher, a young ME terrorism scholar from the U. of Zurich, Switzerland, as Assistant Director, Research and Development, whose expertise and professionalism is much valued.
Many thanks to Professors Fred Krantz, our Director, and Lenore Krantz, to Alan Herman,
Doris Epstein and Sally Zerker in Toronto, and the entire CIJR staff of professionals, volunteers,
and Board members in Montreal and Toronto for their dedication to the mission of CIJR.
Wishing all our readers a Happy and Kosher Passover, and a wonderful spring and summer.
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From the Toronto Chapter
Alan Herman
It’s been an exciting few months for the
Toronto Chapter of the CIJR. On December
13th, we hosted together with Beth David
B’nai Israel Beth Am, B’nai Brith CEO
Michael Mostyn who spoke on what real
human rights advocacy looks like when advanced by a proudly Jewish, proudly Zionist
organization. Mostyn explained the many
ways B’nai Brith reaches out to top levels of
government to raise awareness of vital issues
of concern to the community.
Then kicking off 2019, CIJR teamed up
with La’ad Canada and Hasbara Fellowships
to present a hard-hitting lecture entitled “What
Do Canadians Think of Israel?”. La’ad
Canada’s Sam Eskanasi explained the rawdata from professional polling companies. He
was followed by the passionate Hasbara Fellowship organizer Lauren Isaacs, who led the
audience through numerous advocacy exercises.
On February 27, CIJR Toronto’s Academic
Director Prof. Emerita Sally Zerker delivered
our Inaugural Address at our newest partner
synagogue, Beth Emeth Bais Yehuda Syna-

gogue. Dr. Zerker explained to a spell-bound
audience what the Jewish people’s legal and
indigenous rights were to the land of Israel. A
lively discussion and healthy debate followed.
A few weeks later, on March 22, Dr. Nick
Maes presented his insightful talk “Modernity
and Assimilation: How are the Jews to Survive?” at the Beth Emeth Synagogue. The audience was wholly engaged and asked many
questions stretching beyond the time allocated
for the Q&A.
Coming up fast — on April 22 - CIJR is
teaming up with Kulanu Canada for an
evening dedicated to the Jews of Brazil to take
place at the Lodzer Centre Congregation. Attendants will watch filmmaker Katia Mesel’s
film ‘The Rock and the Star,” followed by a
question and answer with the filmmaker. The
Consul-General of Brazil agreed to attend, as
well. Additional information on this event will
soon be forthcoming.
As well, discussions are underway to host
Government MP Michael Levitt, Chair of the
House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee, who will update the community on the latest developments in Canada-Israel relations.
(Alan Herman, Doris Epstein and Prof.
Sally Zerker head the Toronto Chapter)

